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Peppa Pig: Up and Down
literary equivalent of a big hug' Toro in her very own
Ladybird
The Times 'With gentle rhyming adventure! Told from June's
A little fox is in a big bad mood, text, humorous pictorial detail point of view—and set
between the shattering
and is worried that its mother
and themes which can be
won't love it forever. In this
explored and re-explored, this is events of The Midnight
Blade and The Skeleton
beautiful and lyrical picture
a brilliant gem of a book.' The
Road—June's Wild Flight
book we see a clever and
Guardian Brilliantly read by
brings new characters, highresourceful mother prove to her Amelia Fox. Please note that
stakes action, and stunning
child that a parents love is
audio is not supported by all
revelations in an adventure
limitless - no matter what! In this devices, please consult your user that could only be June's.
reassuring and warm picture
manual for confirmation.
An essential Last Kids
book the hugely talented Debi Why Should I Save Water? story that readers won't
Orion Publishing Company want to miss! The Midnight
Gliori manages to treat the
A Netflix Original Series!
Blade ended with a shocking
familiar subject of childhood
worries in a very fresh, original The New York Times, USA twist: a long-missing villain
Today, and Wall Street
has returned and now has
and inventive way. 'this is an
Journal
bestselling
Last
an army of the dead at his
instant childhood classic for
Kids on Earth series—now command! Jack, June, Quint,
anyone over the age of three'
with over 7 million copies
and Dirk have battled the
Independent On Sunday 'the
in print—presents June Del worst kind of monsters,
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zombies, and cosmic
mysterious "Tower."
servants, but an endless
Information that the future
horde of animated skeletons of our world may hinge
is next-level. While the kids upon . . . Told in a mixture
plan their next move, an
of text and black-and-white
unexpected threat emerges illustration, this is the
and June gets separated
perfect series for any kid
from her friends, dragged
who's ever dreamed of
miles away from Wakefield starring in their own comic
to a town overgrown with
book or video game.
monstrous vines and never- My First Library Spanish
before-seen creatures.
Disney Baby Penguin
Drawing on her postHelp Your Dragon Prepare
apocalyptic survival and
for Christmas. A Cute
action skills--and with the
Children Story To Celebrate
help of some odd new
companions--June attempts The Most Special Day of
to make her way back
The Year.
home. But not before she
Women in Gaming: 100
uncovers critical
Professionals of Play
information about the
Chronicle Books

gay. A labor of love. By Alberto
Ramos.
Wrinkles A&C Black
*NOW A MAJOR THREEPART ITV1 DRAMA,
STARRING EMILY WATSON
AND DENISE GOUGH* 'Too
Close is a fantastically compelling,
brilliantly scripted whydunnit'
Guardian 'A gripping
psychological thriller with a
Killing Eve twist' Radio Times
'Seriously brilliant - quality
writing, three dimensional
characters and a sharp wit.'
Emma Curtis, author of the
bestselling One Little Mistake
***** Connie has woken up in a
psychiatric hospital. She's been
accused of a terrible crime, but
she says she can't remember a
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thing. Forensic psychiatrist Dr
novel - full of scathing insight ; full that the big corporations are now
Emma Robinson is assigned to the of raw, compelling feeling.'
both richer and more powerful
case. Her assessment will
William Boyd WHAT READERS than many nation states. They
determine Connie's fate: prison, ARE SAYING: 'I truly am
worry that these new corporate
life in hospital - or freedom.
astounded with this novel' 'Utterly states are accountable to no-one Emma hopes the high-profile case absorbing, a real page turner' 'Full that their financial clout makes
will make her career but their
of twists and turns, enjoyed from governments beholden to them ...
sessions quickly become a cat-and- beginning'
The elephants, people feel, are out
mouse game of manipulation and Read Me a Story, Please Random of control.'
exploitation. Emma must get close House
The Wolf in Underpants
enough to her patient to uncover Bookseller Charles Handy's best- Alison Green Books
the truth. But when dealing with selling new book looks at how
Mouse likes to look in his
someone as potentially dangerous individuals (the fleas in his
friends' diapers, and when his
as Connie, how close is too close? analogy) relate to multi-national
friends decide to look in his
***** AUTHORS LOVE TOO conglomerates (the elephants). In
diaper, they are surprised by
CLOSE: 'Wonderfully suffocating addition to addressing how and
what they find.
. . . Natalie Daniels is one to
why we work today, he covers a
The Last Kids on Earth: June's
watch!' Phoebe Morgan 'Subtle, wide range of preoccupations and
Wild Flight Turtleback
deep and chilling . . . I couldn't
issues including the increasing
Just when you thought it was safe
put it down.' Rosanna Ley 'A
fear of big business: 'it is easy to
to read an early reader . . .
tremendous, powerful, audacious see why many observers think
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SHARK! This fun Step 1 book
precious natural resources. In and feature amusing color
about two sharks is a study in
this book, boys and girls are illustrations on every page. A
opposites. Big Shark has big teeth;
told about dozens of ways in note at the back of each book
Little Shark has little teeth. Big
which they and their families is for parents and teachers,
Shark swims fast; Little Shark
can avoid wasting water. Part suggesting ways to use these
swims slow. But they are both
hungry! Will they each succeed in of every child's development books most effectively.
finding a tasty snack? Little Shark involves asking questions.
A Centenary History of the
is hoping that he won’t become Today, some of the most
Indian National Congress,
fast food for Big Shark! Step 1
important questions kids ask 1885-1985: 1919-1935
Readers feature big type and easy
Leidykla Baltos Lankos
words for children who know the are related to the natural
After living in fear of the wolf
alphabet and are eager to begin environment. The
with crazy eyes and fangs like
reading. Rhyme and rhythmic text enlightening and entertaining
ice picks, a forest community is
paired with picture clues help
four-book Why Should I?
stunned when he shows up
children decode the story.
series demonstrates the

Gay Random House Books
for Young Readers
Children learn that clean
water is one of our most

importance of protecting
nature. Books present brief,
entertaining stories that
answer children's questions

looking calm and wearing
striped underpants, leaving
them wondering why they
were so afraid of him.
Genex of Halcyon Papercutz
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Thirteen engaging tales exuding his roommate Miguel, an
the suds, and he's afraid to go to
originality, whimsy and humor — overconfident ladies’ man.
the doctor. But when being sick
among them "Great Claus and
Together, they employ clever means having to miss a day of
Little Claus," "The Ugly
tricks to keep the doctors from work at the Krusty Krab,
Duckling," "The Red Shoes,"
noticing Emilio’s ongoing
SpongeBob must face his fear!
"Thumbelina," and the title story.
deterioration
and keep him Pride and Prejudice Dark
Alexander Hamilton Random
from being transferred to the Horse Comics
House
dreaded confinement of the top Women in Gaming: 100
When Marie brings the moon
into her bedroom, it scares away floor of the facility. ("Better to Professionals of Play is a
the monsters who have tormented die than to end up there." Their celebration of female
determination to stay active as accomplishments in the video
her but also causes problems
individuals and maintain their game industry, ranging from
which only the village cats can
help solve.
dignity culminates in an
high-level executives to

Witch Hat Atelier 7 Kodansha
Comics
Retired bank manager Emilio,
suffering from Alzheimer’s, is
taken to an assisted living
home by his son. He befriends

adventurous escape.
Jamilti and Other Stories
Little, Brown Books for Young
Readers
SpongeBob SquarePants has
come down with a bad case of

programmers to cosplayers.
This insightful and celebratory
book highlights women who
helped to establish the
industry, women who
disrupted it, women who fight
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to diversify it, and young
video game industry. *Essays: Lithuanian Horses Clavis Pub
women who will someday lead Short essays covering various T.E. Lawrence (1888 it. Featuring household names topics affecting women in
1935), known as "Lawrence
and unsung heroes, each
gaming related careers,
of Arabia" was a British
individual profiled is a pioneer including "Difficult Women:
archaeologist, army officer,
in their own right. Key features The Importance of Female
and writer. Seven Pillars of
in this book include: *100
Characters Who Go Beyond
Wisdom is an
Professionals of Play: Interviews Being Strong," "NPC: On
and Special Features with 100 Being Unseen in the Game Dev autobiographical account of
his participation in the Arab
diverse and prominent women Community," and
Revolt. The illustrations and
highlighting their impact on the "Motherhood and Gaming:
maps are included in this
gaming industry in the fields of How Motherhood Can Help
version.
design, programming,
Rather Than Hinder a
Monsters Are Afraid of the
animation, marketing,
Career." *"A Day in the Life
voiceover, and many more.
of" Features: An inside look at a Moon Bloomsbury Publishing
USA
*Pro Tips: Practical and
typical day in the gaming
An instant New York Times
anecdotal advice from industry industry across several
professionals for young adults vocations, including a streamer, bestseller! The sequel to the
working toward a career in the a voice actor, and many more. bestselling The Wild Robot, by
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award-winning author Peter
Random House
Brown Shipwrecked on a
Rutu Modan's Exit Wounds
remote, wild island, Robot Roz was chosen by The Times as
learned from the unwelcoming one of the three best graphic
animal inhabitants and adapted novels of 2007. It won the
to her surroundings--but can
2008 Eisner Award for the
she survive the challenges of the
Best New Graphic Novel
civilized world and find her way
and was nominated for the
home to Brightbill and the
Angoulême Best Comic
island? From bestselling and
Book Prize. Jamilti and
award-winning author and
illustrator Peter Brown comes a Other Stories collects
Modan's early short works:
heartwarming and actionpacked sequel to his New York stories that range from
Times bestselling The Wild
darkly fantastical and
Robot, about what happens
unsettling to surprising
when nature and technology
discoveries that shape
collide.
personal identity. And, as in

Listen to the Countryside

Exit Wounds, she addresses

political violence affecting
everyday lives.
Astro Mouse and Light Bulb #2
Dg Books Publishing
In this near-future utopia, in
Halcyon all are free. People with
wings fly alongside skyline
railcars, between the towers.
They are more than what we've
known as human, the next stage
of our evolution. Amid the
psychic computers and genetic
freaks, competitive laser sports
and mindless bots, runs a love
triangle stronger than death itself.
Over these three nights in 2051,
Harmony and Azad must find
their way through misfits and
prophets, blood and tears, to new
horizons. Their fate, in the time
of climate change, in the
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afterglow of the rise of machines, is have found their new home.
entwined with the world.
But a quartet of notorious no-

The Truth about Dinosaurs
Young Patriots Series
The mighty interstellar hero
Astro Mouse and his bright
first mate Light Bulb took a
wrong turn on their way to
the Moon (to see if it was
made of cheese), getting lost
in space. They go to infinity
and beyond trying to find
their way home with the help
of their adopted, sentient
caca. When they land on a
planet populated by
powdered sugar, the space
crew thinks they might just

goods vacationing there,
Skunk Girl, Captain
Fastidious, Arkade, and
Meduso, calling themselves
the Troublesome 4, might
just prove problematic for the
rodent and appliance super
space duo.
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